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· ·. Le.ctures will 
begin Oct. 5 
by Phillip Tucker 
Bison staff Wrill!r 
In the. beginning stages of our Universi-
ty, there were three thing~; that .the founding 
fathers included in the charter. Harding 
would provide daily Bibl~ classes for aD 
students, would have a daily chapel service,, 
and there would be an annual lectureship, 
in which brethren from all over the country 
would be brought in to speak. 
In following this continued tradition, the 
63rd annlial Harding University Bible Lec-
tureship will be held this Sunday through 
Wednesday, Oct. 5-8. 
"1bis just brings us back tctwbat Harding 
is all about. It is a Christian school, and we 
are trying to bold up the banner of the. 
cross," l.ectl.tre$ip Director Eddie Cloer 
commented. Cloer indicated that this year's 
lectureship promises to be an excellent pro-
gram led by very capable and respected 
brethren, the best lectureship in the past 
sevecal. years. 
He has received very good~ck on the 
positive theme, "What's Right With the 
Church," from many people who seem to be 
im.~ with it.. Searcy motels are full. 
and the lectureship display tables in tbe 
American Heritage lobby are also full. 
There have been severs) groups that have 
requested tables, but Harding did not have 
any, more to give them. 
''We believe that this lecturesbi will be 
well-attended," Cloer added. 1'A fot of in-
terest bas been shown in it. It could be that 
we will break several records as far as at-
tendance goes. We would like to invite 
eveeyme to come.'' Cloer feels that tbey may 
top their highest attendance of registered 
guests in the last ten years. 'Registered 
guests' includes those who bave ilidicated 
that they like the lecturesbip and are going 
to Searcy just for it. 
Harding is providing free housing on cam-
pus for JDaDY of these people. Iat )'ell; they 
bad about seven hundred registered guests, 
and this ~ promises many more. 
Every night, one of the lectureship's four 
main speakers will present lessoos. This 
year, Jim Bill Mclnteer, Jeff Walling, Jack 
Evans, and Landon Saunders will serve as 
the main speakers. 
Mclnteer bas been in local church work 
for many ,Years, and presently is · the 
minister of the West End Church in 
~ashville, 'Thnn. He is a long-time friend of 
Harding and is on the Board of Directors. 
Mclnteer will present the key-note lesson 
Sunday night, "What's Right With the 
Church;' which kicks off the positive four-
day l»rogg'8m theme. 
W8llirig is probably the top speaker for 
young people in the brotherhood today; he 
speaks all OYer the country and is very wide-
ly received. He will present his lesson, 
"What's Right With Christian Youth." Mon-
day night. 
· (See Lee&areehlp. paJe 4) 
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TV 12 broadcasting BeckeH announces Cross country teams 
begins enrollment figures on the run 
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Michael Novak, speaking on the subject of capitalism, addressed an audience at the American Heritage Auditorium 
Sept. 22 to open the fall American Studit~ lecture series. (pnato by Glynn Duhon) 
Economist discusses spirit of capitalism 
byAJrrrl~lp 
Jlhon assis1Mt editor 
'lbe importance of ideas to ca._-talism was 
discussed onSepl22, as ecooomistMicbael 
NOY&lropeOed the faD~ Studies lec-
ture series at the American Heritage 
Auditorium. 
Novak discussed the ideas on which the 
founding fathers based our political-
economic system. He stressed that the 
founders realized that they must take 
human nature into consideration when 
developing a capitalistic society. "Tbey took 
care to build a revolution that would work 
after the revolution,'' he noted The ideas on 
which Novak cootended tbat oor.S)'Stem was 
based are sin, creativity and community. 
According to Novak, the founding fathers 
"understood the Jewish and auistian notion 
that ~le always betray the ones they 
love. ... " They believed that "If you're going 
to build a political ecoaomy that will endure, 
build it for sinners," Novak said 
Novak illustrated this with an example 
from within our ICJV8I'DIIlent. "Within our 
political system. we divide the executive 
from the Iegis)ative from the judicial," 
Novak said "Tbat'a in order to protect the 
people. But )'W don't tnmt tbe people, eitbel: 
l:.et them elect their leaders, but not too 
often." 
"Because they are BiDDers, don't trust the 
politiciaas with too much power,'' he c:oo-
tinued. "Don't allow political leaderi too 
much power over the economy ••• Don't trust 
anybody with too much power." 
Novak summarized ~ idea that .our 
system was based on sin by saying that the 
founders wanted "free universities, free 
presses, free churches - different iDstitu-
tions under separate leadership." 
The second idea upon which our system 
was based is that of creativity. This is 
necesSary in order to capitalize on the 
resources of a nation. 
"The cause of wealth is intellect, not 
nature,'' Novak said "The cause of wealth 
in a simple word is wit. .. It is the task of 
human beings to use their wit. .. to bring out 
the wealth hidden in the world" 
Tbe c:onee&t of commllllity was the final 
idea upon which our system was based. 
"Critics of capitatism say it destro)'ed com-
munity," Novak said However, he contend-
ed that precisely the opposite is true. 
"The most distinctive invention ·of 
capitalism is not the individual." Novak 
said "It is the association of the corpora-
tions. .. Businessmen always talk. about the 
individual, but the reality is that everytbiDg 
they do, they do with otben.'' 
''I believe the American bas a distinctive 
psycbology;' Novak continued "I am speak-
ing of the ways in which Americans are 
practiced in working toletber in teamwork. 
I can this the communilarian personality." 
"1bese are the three key ideas of our sort 
of society," Novak said "First you bave to 
get the ideas ... The ideas are available, but 
so also are a host of bad ideas. .. Nobody ever 
said that these ideas would last forever. This 
is an experiment." 
·"It's not that our political system is 
weakel;" he concluded. "Democracy is a bad 
political system, until you compare it to the 
alternatives." 
The next American studies lecture will be 
Oct. 14 wbeo historian Robert Fenell speaks 
at 7:30 p.Dl. in American Heritage 
Auditorium. A distinguished prolessor at Jn. 
diana University, Fen'ell is noted for his 
rellleBtcb 81111 boob about Harry s. Truman 
and other u.s. preaidenti. 
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Students walk 
out of lectures 
"I sat on the stage and watched 40 percent of the 
audience leave," said David Burks, dean of the School of 
Business and director of the American Studies program. 
Burks was speaking of the mass exodus of students dur-
ing the Michael Novak presentation on Sept. 22. 
For several years, Harding has had an award-winning 
American Studies program, providing the opportunity for 
students and the community of Searcy to hear some of the 
most respected and sought-after speakers in business, 
education and politics. However, many students squander 
this learning opportunity by walking out of the lecture dur-
ing the formal presentations or before the question and 
answer sessions. 
Many students have club activities in which to par-
ticipate, while some simply finish their two pages of notes 
for extra credit. However, Burks stated that students are 
expected to stay for the entire program, which will end 
after an hour and 15 minutes. An optional Q & A session 
will follow for those who have additional questions. 
Burks noted that Harding provides the speakers with 
larger audiences than many state universities. "They are 
impressed with the numbers, even for the better known 
speakers," he commented. "Tom Peters was in awe of the 
attendance at the all -day management seminar last year." 
Last year, there waas record attendance at the lectures, 
and over 400 people attended the Novak presentation. 
Although there are large audiences at the lectures, this 
has been overshadowed by the people who walk out dur-
ing the presentations. "It is embarrassing,'' Burks said. 
"It is rude to the speaker. It is not the kind of impression 
that Christians want to give." 
As students at Harding, we need to behave in a manner 
that will reflect the values and goal. of the institution. 
Although we may have other things to do, let's consider 
what will be the consequences of our actions. 
We can learn about a variety of subjects from the 
speakers that come to our campus. Historian Robert Fer-
rell, cost control chairman J. Peter Grace, and businessman 
William Stevens remain on the schedule for this fall. In 
the spring, we will hear from Cardinal head football coach 
Gene Stallings and former Secretary of State and National 
Security Advisor Henry Kissinger. 
If we continue to support the program and are courteous 
toward the speakers, the American Studies program will 
become even more successful in the future. Let's take full 
advantage of the opportunities that we are afforded by this 
fme program. 
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OPINION 
Rebel reforms radically, 
takes turn toward religion 
Christians in the World 
by Carol Landerfelt 
In high school, Jeff Cary seemed your average rebel. 
Every Christian school has one, and Jeff was ours. He 
wasn't a bad kid. He just had some wild oats to sow. I 
remember the last time 1 spoke to Jeff in 1983, he was 
·crying about the ~-es be had made during his four 
years of high schooL He told me be would change some-
day and gave me a convincing hug. But I doubted his 
sincerity. After all, who really believes a rebel when he 
talks about changing? 
About 15 months ago, Jeff Cary publicly rededicated 
his life to Christ. When I heard about it, I remembered 
our last conversation. It had been three years, but Jeff had 
remained true to his promise. With his past behind him 
and forgiven, he had everything to live for. 
In August of 1985, Jeff found out he had cancer. At first 
there was hope that it rnightbe arrested, but as the cancer 
quickly spread _!hrougb his body, all hope faded away. By 
January of '86 everyone knew the end was near. 
We all expected Jeff to go back to his rebellious ways 
when he found out life was slipping from him. But he never 
did. Those last months he was truly God's man. It became 
a natural outgrowth of his faith to teach Bible classes, speak 
to church youth groups, and minister to former classmates 
who had fallen away. 
Up until the end of his life, Jeff focused on the needs 
of others. And he made a difference in this world. 'He 
wrote a song and kept a 1iaily journal - both of which 
reveal his inner-most thoughts during his illness. And he 
also wrote many letters encouragmg people to accept 
Christ as their Savior. 
Jeff enjoyed a thriving, personal relationship with God, 
and consequently he accepted the fact that death was upon 
him. As evidence of this, he wrote his own funeral. 
Because he wanted everyone to know he was ready to die, 
Jeff requested they sing "It Is Well With My Soul" and 
"Little Lamb, Little Innocent Lamb, fm Gonna Serve God 
'Til I Die." Finally, at the end of the gravesite service, 
Jeff had everyo'ne' release white balloons irito the air as 
a symbol of letting him go into the Father's hands. 
I cry every time I think of Jeff, but they're selfish tears. 
It seems tragic that the world had to let him go after only 
22 years, but as one person said of him, "Jeff did more 
in ten months of service to God than most people do in 
a lifetime." 
I honestly believe the providence of God was working 
during Jeffs last hours on earth. He died during the Se-
cond Annual Chorus Reunion of his high school while his 
friends praised God through song. And, be it coincidence 
or not, Jeff breathed his last while one of his best friends 
sang "Lord I keep so busy praising my Jesus - ain't got 
time to die." No, Jeff Cary was not your average rebel. 
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Archfiend· and sexfiend: The mastery of Libya's master menace 
Leaning back on the couch, his red silk Nehru shirt, 
gold cape, and white silk pajama bottoms echoed the 
ardor burning in his silent eyes. He was looking for-
ward to much more than just an interview. 
As Marie Colvin, UPI's Paris bureau chief, entered 
the small sitting room, the Libyan leader's eyes glanced 
suggestively over to a nearby couch, upon which lay 
a provocative Libyan dress and soft green slippers: Col-
vin's intended attire for the evening. 
"You have brave eyes," Qaddafi whispered. "Can you 
make me forget my troubles for a night ... well, maybe 
for an hour?" 
Since the April 15 foray in which U.S. fighter planes 
dropped over 60 tons of bombshell on the Libyan 
capital, Qaddafi has virtually dropped from the public 
eye. Many Libyan sources say he is hiding, spendi~g 
most of his time at the home of his wife's parents, h1s 
deteriorating emotional condition being treated by 
physicians using doses of amphetamines and bar-
biturates to quell his erratic mood swings. 
In the few interviews he has granted reporters since 
the raid, his appearance has been ill-becoming, his 
speech slurred and his mentality questioned. When 
coherent, his comments have centered on two focal 
points of attention: Reagan and the raid. "Why didn't 
you warn me, Marie?" he asked Colvin pleadingly. 
"Why didn't you tell me that Reagan was going to bomb 
my house?" 
"He has regressed," noted one Western diplomat. 
"He has retreated .. .into an almost childlike naivete." 
Qaddafi is now claiming "conclusive evidence" 
(remember that phrase?) that Reagan was an agent of 
the Israeli intelligence agency Mossad following World 
War ll to cover up his former dealings with the Gestapo. 
" ... he was with Hitler and he caused the death of 
thousands of Jews. We have a file on this,";Qaddafi 
commented. 
He's a devout Moslem who neither drinks nor smokes 
and has banned both in his country. Loving father and 
devoted husband, he's been married for 16 years and 
boasts seven children, his favorite being eight-year-old 
Aisha, whom he endears because "she is political." A 
self-proclaimed feminist, he quotes Gloria Steinem and 
Political Perspective 
by Bill Everett 
allows interviews with only female journalists. And, 
being an enlightened leader, Qaddafi enjoys Alex 
Hailey's Roots, Beethoven, and "The Hut of Uncle 
Tom" (meaning "Uncle Tom's Cabin"). "I'm a poet," 
he remarked to one German interviewer. 
Physically, he's proud of his 6-foot stature which 
places him head-and-shoulders above most Libyans. 
With his broad shoulders, narrow waist, and flashing 
white teeth, Qaddafi- brags, ·~merican women write 
me letters all the time." 
But, as one British analyst noted, "There is an irra-
tionality in Qaddafi's makeup that defies explanation 
and makes it virtually impossible to correctly assess 
his policies by any normal yardstick." 
He is a man driven by an insatiable sexual appetite. 
Reporters such as Colvin often find themselves inter-
viewing at late hours in the evening, sometimes mid-
night, and end up ducking his crude advances. On one 
occasion, Qaddafi disappeared into a room adjacent to 
his sitting room where five reporters sat patiently as 
he slipped out of his native garb into a baby-blue jump 
suit and beckoned three of the women into the chamber 
for private interviews. Each reporter fell prey to the 
Libyan leader's attempts, none of which were 
successful. 
Qaddafi even made a pass at Imelda Marcos, wife 
of the now-deposed Philippine leader, who told George 
Bush of the incident. Bush recommended she discreetly 
give CIA head William Casey a blow-by-blow "debrief-
ing," according to one Nation writer and the London 
Spectator. 
Qaddafi's impetuousness is not confined to his 
distraught sexual exploits. Qaddafi is rash, owing 
allegiance to the will of the people of his country one 
day, compromising the next. Gaining power in 1969, 
it wasn't long before Qaddafi and his band of co-
revolutionaries were able to seize control from the ag-
ing King Idris and establish a national concensus. He 
was worshipped by some. It wasn't long before rumors 
began to circulate that he suffered from bouts of severe 
depression. 
As a revolutionary he sought to reform his beloved 
Libya and made night tours of the city ~gularly, in 
disguise, personally seeing that the laws of the Koran 
were obeyed. He converted the Catholic Cathedral of 
the Sacred Heart of Jesus to a mosque, erected his pic-
ture over the crucifix and named the edifice after the 
late Egyptian leader Gamal Nasser, Qaddafi's esteemed 
hero. 
Today's Qaddafi is a bit less militant. His original 
resolution to rescue his nation from the hands of tyranny 
seems to have been thwarted lately and his concerns 
seem to emulate those of most dictators of our time. 
His doctrine has mellowed and floundered with age, 
enduring his quest for universal appeasement. Today's 
feminist Qaddafi was at one time a stem aggressor of 
female subservience. (At a meeting with 1,000 promi-
nent Libyan women he vindicated the place of the 
woman as being "in the house" due to irrevocable 
"biological defects" in the female species. Soon after-
wards, he was faced with a silent mini-rebellion in 
female sectors.) 
Qaddafi's inconsistencies are wide and blatant in his 
domestic .policies (women's rights), his marriage (he 
has two wives), his policies on terrorism, (determined 
opposition, deteonined cooperation), international rela-
tions (he condemns Italy, has deported 25,000 Italian 
business-owners, yet maintains a $5 billion share in 
Italian-owed Fiat), and his dealings with neighboring 
countries (Qaddafi is a prime suspect in the assassina-
tion of the late Anwar Sadat, president of Egypt, pro-
bably Qaddafi's closest ally). It is precisely this irra-
tionality which causes-the Soviet Union's reticence in 
their support of Libyan policy. 
Qaddafi is incalculable and perhaps he is the mad-
man of Reagan's fancy. As the late Sadat once put it, 
" .. . he is 100 per cent sick and possessed of the devil." 
R>ssibly. Perhaps the "poet" does possess one qualified 
position, one which he might realistically manage to 
the best of his attested abilities, in Dante's underworld. 
'Primer' incites informational insights, fan mail 
The Harding Primer 
by Bill Rankin 
During their short history of publication, my articles 
have caused a vast surge in the amount of mail which I 
daily receive (in fact, even as I write this, my legal con-
sultant is commencing negotiations on my behalf for one 
of those big mail boxes that only extremely important peo-
ple and major departments get). Some of the letters have 
been well-written, concise, and bold, while others have 
contained a veritable dearth of conscious thought. These 
. . . well, to tell you the truth, I'm not quite sure where 
these belong. They are presented, though, for your amuse-
ment and consideration. 
*** 
Dear Roving Reporter, 
A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, 0, P, Q R, 
S, T, U, -V, W, X, Y, Z. 
Dear An, 
Sincerely, 
An anonymous, large, yellow bird from a 
major educational show fur children. 
~ of the Bison staff work very hard to present a 
bigbly stimulating, intellectual feast each week, and 
such blatantly poor and obvious puns only cheapen the 
quality of this product for which we have striven so 
diligently. I understand that you generally deal with 
people of far less-developed capabilities, and that the 
subject of your letter(s) is certainly a major concern 
in your field; however, please understand that we are 
struggling to uphold a highly respected journalistic 
reputation which we cannot and will not jeopardize. 
Sincerely, 
the Roving Reporter 
P.S.: Please give my regar~ to the rest of the English 
Department. 
. Dear Roving Reporter, 
Are these letters real, or did you make them up? Please 
be honest with me: I've written to "Dear Abby," Ann 
Landers, and even the film crew of "60 Minutes," but I 
can never get anyone to respond. You've got to tell me!! 
I must know!!! 
Dear An, 
Sincerely, 
An anonymous home ec. psychology major 
Who is overworked and on the precipitous 
brink of major psycho-emotional breakdown 
We of the Bison staff work very bard to present a 
higbly truthful, infonnatioaal feast each week, aad 
such blatandy absurd and obvious questioning ODiy 
cheapens the quality of this product for which we have 
striven so diligendy. I understand that you generally 
deal with people of far less-developed mental 
capabilities, and that the subject of your letter is cer-
tainly a major concern in your major; however, please 
understand that we are struggling to uphold a highly 
respected journalistic tradition which we cannot and 
will not jeopardize. 
Sincerely, 
the Roving Reporter 
P.S.: Please give my regards to the rest of Stephens 
donn. 
P.P.S.: I made them all up. All of these letters, the peo-
ple who wrote them, everything. I even made you up. 
This whole thing is just the twisted product of a 
demented and fertlle imagination. Your entire world 
is just something I thought up one day in the Heritage 
snack room. I control your thoughts, your actioJM, even 
your destiny. And there's not one Httle thing you can 
do about it. Have a pleuant day. 
Let us hear from you! 
Letters to the editor should be sent prior to noon 
Monday to the Bison office upstairs in the student 
center. Remember, all letters must be signed. 
Lectureship Cont'd 
(continued from page I) 
Tuesday night, Evans will pre_sent, 
"What's Right With Our Pursuit ofPWity." 
Evans, a preacher and debater, is president 
of Southwest Christian College in Thrrell, 
Texas. 
Finally, on Wednesday night, Saunders 
will deliver his message, "What's Right 
With Our Plea." Saunders may be familiar 
to many through his one-minute television 
spots, Heartbeat. which are broadcast on 
many stations natioowi~ In these spots, he 
speaks on·subjects oiinterest to all, Chris· 
tian and non.{;hristiitn, such as loneliness, 
friendship, despair and success. Saunders 
also orated the fJ.Im series., "The Heart of a 
Fighter,'' which is shown around the 
brotherhood. 
Many hours have and are going into the 
production of this year's lectureship. Cloer 
and others first decided on a theme and 
then, working through a committee, deter-
mined who to invite as speakers. The next 
step was promotion. They do not feel that it 
is enough to just send out brochures; they 
feel it is neces5ary to remind people per-
sonally that they want them to come to the 
lectureship. 
There are many reasons for everyone to 
come to at least some of the lectureship 
ewnts this year. It promises to be a spiritual-
ly uplifting, exciting program that will have 
something for everyone. There will be a 
positive emphasis on missions, with a Mis-
sion Forum each night, Monday through 
Wednesday, at 9 after the main lesson, and 
from 11:30 to noon the sam~~ Bob Hare 
will relate to us "What's JUgbt With_ Mis-
sions." 
This accent · ori missions, though op-
timistic, will also focu8 on issues that con-
front the church today, such as, "Is the 
church a denomination?", "Is instrumental 
music scriptural?", and other questions that 
some may have !rouble answering. Also on 
Monday through Wednesday, there will be 
two hours per day set aside for different 
classes to meet. For each of tbese bour-long 
sessions, there will be six classes to choose 
from (this is an additiQnal two classes over 
· last year's format). · 
Another good sign for the success of the 
1986 program is the dinner that are 
scbeduled. Breakfasts, lunches and dinners 
carrying a certain theme, or preSented by 
certain organizations, are given each year 
for anyone interested in the issue being 
discussed. In the past, there have only been 
a few of these meals, but this year there are 
eight planned. 
Twentieth Century Christian, The Chris-
tian Chronicle, IMAGE Magazine, the Har-
ding Graduate School of Religion, the China 
Bible School, and Jack lewis Tours are 
sponsoring some of these occasions. In ad-
dition, a preacher/elder dinner and a 
Medical Missions breakfast complete the 
agenda of these special meetings. 
At 7 p.m. Sunday through Wednesday, dif-
ferent singing groups will. present programs. 
Sunday night, Kenneth Davis will lead 30 
minutes of congregational singing. Monday, 
the Harding Academy Chorus'will perform, 
followed Tuesday night by the Harding 
Chorale. The Harding A Cappella Chorus 
will treat those attending Wednesday nght. 
Wednesday night, incidentally, Will likely be 
standing-room-only in the Benson 
-Auditorium, as all the churches in town are 
dismissing to allow members to come to the 
program that evening. 
Cloer stresses his desire and encourage-
ment for the students of Harding to attend 
as mauy different portions of the lectureship 
as possible as be feels it will be intereSting 
and enjoyable to them. A complete schedule 
of the program can be founa on one of the 
many brochures posted around campus. 
Since press time, it has been an-
nounced that Landon Saunders will 
not appear due to back problems. 
TV 12 anchors (fiom left) junior Doug Buce and seniors Chris Clarke and Jeannie Shipp, discuss the news format 
with senior Kyle Reeves before a recent broadcast. (photo by Michael Rodgers) 
TV 12 broadcasts to campus and community 
by Susan Waugh 
Bison staff writer 
TV 12 began its fourth academic year of 
on-the-air broadcasting Monday. The cam· 
pus based station, which covers local, as well 
as campus activities, serves the White Coun-
ty area via cable. 
According to Evan Ulrey, communications 
department chairman, TV 12 bas been well 
received. A recent area survey indicated a 
demand for expansion if financial support 
was available. Presently, it is supported by 
a small university budget and limited 
sponsorship; 
Thlevision majors have a rare opportuni-
ty for experience at Harding. Of the eight 
Arkansas universities listed in the 1986 Jour-
nalism Career and Scholarship Guide, only 
two Arkansas State University and the 
University of Arkansas-Little Rock, have on-
the-air television stations. 
According to Lou Butterfield of the com· 
municatiODb department, Harding is also 
unique ''became freshmen get hands-on ex-
perience, where usually you have to be a 
junior or senior before you get that type of 
experience.'' 
The TV 12 team is beaded by Co-
Operations Managers Mike James and But-
terfield. Although they split the work even-
ly, they each work an average of 12 hours _per 
day. "The hours are worth it when you see 
a former Harding student on TV or h~ad 
something in print," Butterfield commented. 
"To see Harding communications majors 
around the country doing an excellent job 
makes it worth it." 
Others that work behind the scenes to 
create a successful program are: Chris 
. 
EJ 
FLIPPIN - KIIHNL - lAlLEY 
EYE CARE CENTER, P.C. 
HOWARD F. FLIPPIN, O.D. 
GENERAL OPTOMETRY 
MICHAEL KIIHNL, O.D. 
GENERAL AND PEDIATRIC OPTOMETRY 
FINIS C. BAILEY, JR., O.D. 
GENERAL OPTOMETRY AND 
CONTACT LENSES 
1407 EAST RACE AVE. 
SEARCY, AR 72143 
501 /268-3577 
Clarke, assistant producer of news; Steve 
Parrett, assistant producer of non-news; 
Jeff Wingfield, editing director; David Rec-
tor, director of photography; Eric Pipkin, 
graphics director; Kyle Reeves, news direc-
tor; Lance Duncan, sports director; and 
Greg Smith, director of sports remote. 
Scholarships were awarded for seven of 
the above positions as well as for the anchor 
positions. They are held by: Chris Clarke 
and Jeannie Shipp, news; Doug Buce, 
sports; and Melissa Clark, weather. 
The station is on the air for two to three 
hours, Monday through Friday, beginning.at 
6:30p.m. Exeptions are Tuesdays, when 
Harding sports ewnts are shown in their en-
tirety, and OCca$ional Sunday afternoon 
programming. ' 
News, weather, and sports is followed by 
a variety of.sbows. "We are the World," pro-
duced by Paul Pollard, a student from 
Belize, will feature foreign students and the 
cultures they represent. "Center Stage" is 
an entertainment-oriented show produced 
by Butterfield. Campus and county enter-
tainment events are shown. 
Other programs include: • 'For Kids On-
ly," hosted by Benay Waite; "Trivia Buffs,' ' 
produced by James and new shows which 
have not been finalized yet. 
A schedule of programming should be 
made available soon. 
Remember ... Halloween is 
Friday October 31st. 
Plan your party now! 
We have everything you 
need in our BOO BAZAAR 
·~· 
CBec~y 's -ft~ 
309 N. Spruce-Downtown 
261-7049 
Monday night is Harding night. 
Get a great meai at a 
. I great pn.ce. 
Bring your Harding I.-D. and ·get our 
Freshtastiks Food Bar for only 
$,.29 only o~ Mon. nights 
3002 
E. RACE 
Students and Faculty with Harding I.D. 
get 10% discount on all food purchases. 
STORE HOURS: 
Sun. thru Th.vrs. 11:00 a.m. to 9:00p.m. 
Fri. & Sat. 11:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 
CARRY OUT 
ORDERS WELCOME 
268-5777 
Mike James, TV 12 co-operations manager, (left) instructs freshman Willie 
Ford on the use of a studio camera. (photo by Michael Rodgers) 
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Accounting exam tough on students 
·students must know the material and be 
able to use il The test involves 191k hours 
during a two and one-half day period. 
Henderson states that a person does not 
want to go back after the second day 
because "he feels like a truck bas run over 
him." 
by Ron Turner 
Bison staff wrilet 
Becoming a certified public accountant 
<CPA> may involve one of the toughest elC-
ams business students have seen. 
In Arkansas, there is a 14.6 per cent rate 
of applicants who pass the test on the first 
try, and it increases to r1 per cent for those 
who take it two times or more. · 
Jim Henderson, associate dean of the 
School of Business, explained that the exam 
is quite a difficult one. The exam covers 33 
hours of accounting, as well as seven other 
courses. There are four sections to the test 
including law, auditing, theory and practice. 
Taking the C.P.A. examination could most 
effectively be compared to a comprehensive 
final on 20 courses. 
"Harding is the biggeSt party school I 
know of," Henderson said in reference to the 
time students like to spend together with 
friends. Tbe exam takes a one-on-one com-
mitment to study with a book. Schools with 
a high rate of success on the C.P.A examina-
tion have set a higher standard. 
The people who pass this examination 
have put in much work. Henderson 
estiJiuited that 200-300 hours of study are 
<See EXAM, page 7) 
Students elected to SA posts 
by Melvdia Clewell 
Bison stafl Writer 
Twelve students were elected to positions 
as 19116-87 class officers and Student Associa-
tion representatives last Wednesday, and 
another six won run-off elections held Fri-
day in the annual Student Association 
elections. 
The new senior class officers are: Kevin 
Chadwell, president; Amy Higginbotham, 
vice-president; Maria Haynes, secretary; 
and Todd Willis, treasurer. Matt Bell was 
voted senior men's representative in the 
Wednesday polls. His plans for the year in-
clude "putting windows in all the mail 
boxes" aDd "working for better communica-
tion between the senior class and the Stu-
dent Association." 
Kristi Heinselman and Ryan Blickenstaff, 
winners from Friday's run-offs, were 
selected junior class president and vice-
president, respectively. On Wednesday, 
Buffy Manning was chosen secretary and 
Melanie Jackson took treasurer. 
The sophomore class officers,.all decided 
Wednesday are: Craig Mabrey, president; 
Brooks Davis, vice-president; Tracy Brown, 
secretary; and Wayne Houk, treasurer. 
The freshman class officers are: Brad 
Altman, president; Dave Lane, vice-
president; and Monica Lynn Bagley, 
secretary-treasurer. Dana Grile is the 
freshman women's representative and Craig 
Cheatham, freshman men's representative, 
plans "to be very active on the council" and 
work as hard all year as he did on his 
campaign. 
"One short term goal of mine," Cheatham 
said, "is to make the freshmen class very 
aware of the work of the Student Associa-
tion." 
.... 
BQOOK£HIQE0 
We're looking for the best to put in our bag! 
Brookshire Grocery Company is a rapidly growing retail 
supermarket chain based in Tyler, Texas with more than 
75 .stores .in Texas, Louisiana, and Arkansas. We are 
lookl~ for aggressive, self-motivated people interested 
In relall supermark~t management Majors in marketing 
and/or business management are preferred. 
Brookshire's offers exc;ellent salaries and an extensive 
benefits package. 
Brookshire's: We're looking lor the best to put in our 
bag! 
Harding University 
Oct. 6 ·Informational Meeting 
7 p.m.-8:30 p.m. Mabee Bldg. 
/School of Business Bldg. Rm 125 
Oct. 7 & 8 ·Interviews 9 a.m. American 
Heritage Bldg. Placement Office 
SIGN UP IN PLACEMENT OFFICE 
··---· ....... -~----. ·- ·· ...... · 
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Scheduled for completion on Oct. 15, Shoney's Inn, located adjacent to Shoney's Restaurant on East Race Ave., is 
to become the fourth hotel in the Searcy area. (photo by steve Tyson) 
Beck exhibits art 
by Deanha 'LaLonde 
Bison st2lf wri1e< 
The senior art exhibit of Melody Beck is 
on display until n,ext Friday in the SteveDs 
Art G~ The theme for tbe show is 
"Master Pieces." , 
'lbe exhibit contains various subject mat-
ter. Most of Beck's two dimensional art is in 
the mediums of oil, acrylic and pencil. Her 
three-dimensional works include clay, 
plaster and wood. 
Emphasizing an interest in interior 
design, Beck llas included in her exhibit 
several interior design plans done as pro-
jects. These projects required one-half of 
each semester to complete. 
or special interest are two works of art, 
the first of which is a large, embossed relief 
painting. The subject matter is two swans. 
The wann, muted colors work with the sub-
ject matter to extend to the viewer a roman-
tic mood. 
The second work is a three-dimensional 
piece with a dual purpose. The concept is to 
produce a SOI.lQd sculpture. The form is 
made from wood with a shellac and gold-leaf 
finish. It has strings arranged on it to pro-
duce a sound which is, according to Beck, 
much like chimes when it is played. 
Upon graduating in December, Beck will 
be employed with The Carpet Gallery in 
Searcy. She is presently employed there as 
an interior designer and sales consultant. 
Beck's dedication of her show ends with 
this quote, " .. lor He is the Master and these 
pieces are His." 
Shoney' s to provide challenge for Searcy hotels 
by Shawn Goodpasture 
Bison staff writer 
The diversified nature of the Searcy 
economy proved to be one of the major 
reasons why the owner of three motels is 
building a Shoney's Inn on East Race 
Avenue. 
Calvin Howe, owner of the 85-room hotel 
scheduled for completion on Oct. 15, said 
Searcy, a town with a population in the 
13,000-14,000 range, bas a lot of industry and 
a college that provides ~ good deal of market 
appeal. The existence of Harding Universi-
ty heightens the appeal, since "you have a 
diversity of people coming from around the 
nation," he said. "You know there's going to 
be a lot of visitors." 
Groundbreaking ceremonies for the Inn 
and the adjoinillg restaurant were beld on 
April 17, altbouiot clearing bad begun about 
two months earlier. The complex will sit on 
a tract once occupied by the Sizzlin' Catfish 
restaurant. 
The availability of the East Race tract 
also proved to be another attraction. "You 
look for a hotel coming off of a major in-, 
terstate or highway and one that has a ri~t 
turn off of a main street," HO'tW said, adding 
it was unwise to locate a hotel like the 
Shoney's Inn in a downtown area. 
HO'tW said he is hoping peOple traveling on 
U.S. Highways 64-67-167 to the Ozark Moun-
tains and area lakes will see the hotel and 
will use it later as a stopping point when 
traveling to other cities located on the U.S. 
highways. 
The fact that Searcy is located in a dry 
county also proved to be another important 
drawing card. In addition 'to his own per-
sonal objectioos against the sale ofaJcOOolic 
beverages, HO'tW said tbe Sboney's lnn will 
not have to concern itself with competing 
with other major hotels that have loUnges. 
HO'tW also mentioned the easy access to 
public utilities helped in the selection of the 
site. 
When completed, the Inn will not be af-
fected by the current glut of hotel rooms 
found in many American cities, according 
to Howe. "We anticipate this market will in-
crease over 20 per cent within the next two 
years," he said, commentiDg that Searcy 
will soon become a popular stopping point 
for travelers driving, for example, from St. 
Louis to Dallas or from Houston to Chicago. 
He added, however, that "it would be 
foolish to put in another motel after we 
build,'' adding that he anticipates the inn to 
just draw business away from other Searcy 
motels in its first few months of operation. 
"We're not going to full capacity or add on 
until the market settles." 
The Inn will ·be composed of a iodge 
building, an interior quarters building with 
55 rooms and an economy building with 28 
rooms. The lodge will feature on the lO'tWr 
level an indoor recreation complex that will 
include a swimming pool, whirlpool, sauna, 
exercise area and locker rooms. 
The upper level of the lodge will bouse two 
living rooms, one with all-oak furnishings 
and paneling, that will have "plenty of 
books," a seating area and giant-screen 
televisions. "We desire to make those areas 
an extension of their rooms," Howe said. A 
Presidential Suite and a Governor's Suite, 
each 480 square feet in size, will be located 
in the lod2e. 
An economy building located near the 
back of the complex will house 28 rooms be-
ing 240 square feet each in the $34-37 per 
night price range. Another building will 
bouse the 55 interiONJU8.fler rooms, which 
will be priced in the $3'Hi9 range. These 360 
square-foot rooms will feature refrigerators 
and, in some cases, private balconies. The 
rooms are called "interior quarters" 
because they allow access from the inside 
for security reasons. 
Security is a prime consideration in. the 
planning and construction of the complex. 
~back of the complex will be fenced in; 
quality locks will be installed; centrally con-
trolled ftre and smoke alarms will be placed 
in each room. Also, the staff will try to keep 
the Inn area clear of people roaming about. 
"You have to be more conscious of securi-
ty,'' Howe said. · 
The hotel will employ 16 people. About 30 
Sboney's Inns are currently in operation, 
·~--------------------------------------
Chimichanga 
$2e50 
Free med. drink 
with coupon 
BRING IN THIS COUPON FOR A FREE MEDIUM DRINK 
268-5706 
Mon.·Sat. 10:00 a.m.-9:00p.m. 
J 
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Carry Outs Welcome I 
I 
·---------------------------------------~ 
most of them in Virginia, South Carolina, 
Louisiana and Tennessee, Howe said. The 
only other Arkansas Sboney's Inn is in Lit-
tle Rock. 
The 167-seat Shoney's Restaurant adjoin-
ing the Inn opened in July. The restaurant 
is separately owned and its franchisor is 
Shoney's Restaurants. 1be other is Sboney's, 
Inc. of Nashville, Tenn., tbe franchisor of the 
Inns. The Searcy restaurant will vary little 
from the breakfast, lunch and supper fare 
found at other Shoney's. . 
Until two years ago, Shoney's was 
associated with the Big Boy concept found 
under such names as Kip's in Texas and 
Frisch's in Florida. Sboney's ended their 
association by buying out of their contrac-
tual obligations with Marriott, Inc. because 
Shoney's wanted In establish their own iden-
tity and have a chance to expand national-
ly, Howe said. Most Shoney's are located in 
tbeSou~t. 
9oWQtaWQ &arey 
268-UM 106 N. Sprlqg 
14K Diamond Solitaire 
V. Ct. 
SPECIAL 
$365.00 
Forensics team opens season 
by Amy Blankenship Coombs, Sindi Graber and Laura Rogers, 
Bison .assrst:ml edilor will debate this topic. They attended a 
The intercollegiate foren.Sics team will debate workShop on Sept 12-13 at Centraf 
open the 1986-87 seasOn when it travels to the State University in Edmond, Okla. 
University of Alabama at Birmingham next .. It's a good topic," Garner said "There's 
Friday. · lots that you can do with it. It's a real 
"We've got a lot of new people and retur- cluillenge to actually try to master the U.S. 
niog people in I.E. (individual events)," said defense system, which is what we have to do 
Patrick Game; forensics coach. " I think we with this topic." 
should have a pretty strong team this year." The team will be involved in several 
Thammembers will compete in events such tournaments this semester. Mter the three-
as persuasive, informative and extern- day competition at Birmingham, it will com-
poraneousspeaking, individual and duo in- pete at East Central State in Oklahoma on 
terpretation, and communication analysis. Oct. 24-25, and at Stephen F. Austin State 
Returning members of the LE. team are University iil Nacogdoches, Thxas on Nov. 
wayne Houk, Andy Olree, Robert San Juan, 21-22. Several team members will par-
Gwenda Starling, Scott Stewart and Amy ticipate in Student Congress ()D Nov. 9-11 in 
Thompson. They are joined this year by Little Rock, and will host a bigb school 
Tammy Johnson and Jeryn Kuehn. tournament on the Harding campus on Dec. 
The debate topic lor the fall semester is ~-
• Resolved: That improved relations with The fmal tournament of the year is Ule na-
the Soviet Union are more important for the tional tournament. ''In the spring, we have 
U.S. than military preparedness.'' Return- the Pi Kappa Delta nationals in Eau Claire, 
ing debaters Scott Celsor and Darren Wise.," Garner said. "We're really working 
Longar, along with newcomers Julie toward that." 
Immunization a necessary evil 
House 
Call 
Dr.MikeJustus 
Dr. Justus is a family 
practitioner at Searcy 
Medical Center. 
It is usually not the shot that is heard 
round the world, but rather the weeping and 
gnashing of teeth from the one receiving the 
injection. In spite of the mental anguish 
conjured up in a disc~on of immuniza-
tions, it is prudent to review the current 
recommendations for disease prevention. 
Control of infectious· disease is best 
accomplished by creating an immune 
population. That immunity is achieved by 
appropriate vaccination(s) a t the ap-
propriate time. The process involves an in· 
noculation with a substance which will 
stimulate an individual's immune system to 
produce antibOdies against a specific 
disease. 
As children, the immunization process 
begins with a ~es of vaccinations for 
prevention of diptheria, tetanus and per-
tussis (I)TP) plus oral polio vaccine (OPV). 
By school age only tetanus prevention must 
be continued with a periodic booster dose. 
Greater than a 10 year interval between 
doses of tetanus toxoid is not recommend-
ed, and your physician may elect a much 
$60.00 PER HUNDRED PAID for 
remailing letters from home! Send 
self-addressed , stamped 
envelope for information-
application. Associates, Box 95-8, 
Roselle, NJ 07203 
shorter interval if you suffer a traumatic 
injury. 
During the late winter months of 1986, 
Arkansans faced the threat of an epidemic 
of measles (rubeola). That near epidemic 
forced a review of immunization records 
which identified a susceptible population. 
'lb be considered immune to m~es~you 
must have (1) experienced a physiciaJHuag-
nosed case of measles (2) received alive-
measles vaccination after your first birth-
day or (3) beenbornpriorto1957. (Exposure 
to measles prior to 1957 was great enough 
to predict natural infection and subsequent 
immunity.) 
If you received a measles vaccination dur-
ing the years 1963-1967, you likely were given 
an inactivated vaccine. In addition, studies 
from the Arkansas State Health Deparbnent 
indicate that measles immunization prior to 
15 months of age leaves an individual 
vulnerable to disease. Therefore, in both 
cases re-vaccination is necessary to offer 
adequate protection from rubeola. 
Perhaps, a more likely campus invader 
this winter will be the influenza virus. Unlike 
other immunizations, the influenza vaccine 
must be given each fall. Although an option 
for all of us, influenza vaccination is 
specifically recommended for individuals in 
high risk categories. Those at greater risk 
for the flu include persons with chronic 
heart/lung disease . and nursing home 
residents. Lesser risk groups involve com-
munity service personnel, i.e. police offi~ 
schoolteachers, health professionals, etc. If 
you are included in one of these categories, 
contact your physician or the Student Health 
Center for further details concerning in-
fluenza vaccination. 
Are You Worried About 
Refilling That Prescription 
You Had Filled Back Home? 
WE CAN FILL IT! 
EDICAL CENTER PHARMAC 
Located In Searcy Medical Center 
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Nervs Digest 
TAX OVERHAUL WINS APPROVAL 
The Senate passed tax reform legisla-
tion on Saturday by a majority vote. The 
House bad approyed the measures 298-136 
two days earlier. 
Under the reform legislation, which 
was expected to be signed into law by 
President Reagan, most taxpayers will 
get cuts averaging 6.1 per cent, while 6 
million couples and other individuals will 
no longer pay income taxes. Tbe number 
of tax brackets will be reduced to three, 
with rates of 11, 15 and 17 per cent. 
Personal exemptions will increase by 
over $900, while deductions for sales 
~ comumer interests and two-earner 
couples will be eliminated. Deductions 
for Individual Retirement Accounts for 
those not covered by pensions will con-
tinue, whlle most investment taxshelters 
will end. Corporate taxes are expec.b!d to 
rise by $12().4 billion over the next five 
years. 
DRUG BILLS DEBATED 
IN CONGRESS 
H~ and Senate leaders aaeed ~-
26 on a bi-partisan version or anti-drUg 
legislation before Co~ 
The bill wotild encompass education, 
drug education, prevention and treat-
ment and criminal penalties. It, hawevei; 
leftsucb cootroversial issues as the death 
penalty for some traffickers, drug testing 
for federal employees in "sensitive'' jobs. 
and the use of military manpower to 
guard the country's borders against drug 
smugglers, foe floor debate. 
REAGAN SAY NO 10 
TOUGH SANCI'IONS 
President Ronald Reagan vetoed 
Friday a package of tough economic 
sanctions against South Africa. saying it 
would "seriously impede the prospects 
for a peaceful en.d to a~eid." 
The legislation, provided the veto is 
over-ridden by Congress, would include 
a ban on all new American investment 
and bank loans to South Africa. It would 
also end landing rights in tbe U.S. for 
South Mrican aircraft and would eod im-
ports . o( the country's uranium, steel, 
food and other products. 
ARMS TALKS RESUME 
Arms talks between the United States 
and the Soviet Union resumed last week, 
as the U.S. said it was ready to accept a 
Soviet offer to keep only token missile 
forces in Europe. 
The U.S. had previously pressed for a 
limit of 420 warheads, while the Soviets 
sup~ tbe removal of all medium-
range missiles from Europe. 
The changes were seen as a positive 
breakthrough in negotiatioos. 
Harding enrollment drops slightly 
by David Rector 
Bison staff writer 
The national pool of potential college 
students has dropped dramatically over the 
last few years, due to tile fact that there are 
so few college-age people around. Yet 
Harding's enrollment has remained 
relatively stable, according to Virgil 
Beckett, Harding registrar. 
Enrollment for this fall is 2,7ffl, a slight 
drop from last year's enrollment of 2,772. 
"It's hard to say exactly why our enrollment 
is so good One thing is the really hard work 
done by our admissions staff. Another thing 
is that Harding is holding to the precepts of 
her founders," Beckett said. "In the eyes of 
our constituents, we're still the conservative 
Christian institution they've come to ex-
pect." 
Chris Dell, assistant director of admis-
sions, agrees with Beckett, explaining, "We 
have something stable in Harding." 
Dell said that the admissions office is not 
doing anything new to recruit· Harding 
students, but just more of everything. Ap-
parently, the hard work has paid off as the 
number of first-time-in-college students has 
increased from last year's 546 to 628 this 
year, and the freshman class is the largest 
in recent years, with 844 coming in. 
This stability did not continue in all facets 
of enrollment, according to Beckett. "Last 
year, we ~d 60 graduate students that were 
funded by the state, but the state lost· a lot 
of these funds and we ended up losing most 
of those students,'' Beckett stated. "Our 
graduatestud~tenrollmentdroppedfronn 
137last year to 98 this year, so we really had 
to make up a lot of ground for that large 
drop." 
Slight ground was made up with an in-
crease from 80 foreign students as 
freshmen, and$ foreign students are on the 
Walton Scholarship prograll\, a program 
which was instituted by Wal-Mart founder 
Sam Walton. 
(~xam Cont'd) 
(continued from page 5) 
needed for this exam. That would be about 
20 hours per week for a semester, but not 
many students are willing to dedicate that 
much of their fmal semester to studying. 
A 4.0 student would not pass this test 
without commitmen~ but students with a C-
average have passed it. With a degree, the 
student will .have the ability if be uses it. 
David Burks, dean of the School of 
Business, said that it is bard to relate Har-
ding students to this estimate. .. Harding 
students are unlike most college kids in the 
state because they come from 45 states, and 
a majority of them don't take the exam in 
Arkansas," Burks commented. ''H there are 
50 students and only five take the exam in 
Arkansas, there is nothing to base a statiStic 
on. Other schools have a base of kids who 
stay in the state so it is easier to create 
statistics." 
Burks seemed confident, however, that 
Harding students do extremely well on the 
exam. He stated that Harding tied with Ohio 
State in number of graduates hired, even 
though Harding is a much smaller school. 
He also said that Harding is considered a 
prime source school, accordinR to Arthur 
Young Accounting Firm of Little Rock. 
.a .... rlcan Legion Hut 112 W. Race 
Downtown Searcy 
*M W F 8:30am *M T Th 6:00pm 
*T Th 4:00 pm Sat. 9:00 am 
Robin 268-0788 Geraldine 268-3040 
Bring in this ad for 2 free classes 
New Participants only. 
• Free Babysitting Provided 
St~dent Rates Available 
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Jones compares French 
and American evangelism 
by Betty Kellems 
Bison staff writer 
"France is a .really neat story," com-
mented Bud Jones, this year's visiting 
missionary from Rrance. " We wanted to 
go to a place with a large concentration 
of people. One of these was Nantes." 
On the northwest coast of France, 
Nantes presently has a congregation of 
40 people. "Our Sunday is real full. We 
have activities in the afternoon." Week-
ly evangelistic Bible studies, knocking 
doors, youth camps, ministry to univer-
sity students, and seminars on topics 
suCh as l oneliness and death are some of 
the various approaches Jones has im-
plemented. Recently, their focus has 
been on reaching out to friends and fami-
ly of church members. 
How do the Ii'rench view Americans, 
particularly American missionaries? 
Although J ones believes that they 
perceive us on one hand as ''wasteful, 
frivolous and idealistic," he is convinc-
ed also that the French "like Americans. 
It's been an advantage for us." 
In Jones' estimation, the French are 
tougher to reach on the surface. However, 
within themselves they are seeking 
something deeply meaningful Com-
pared to people _in America, J ones 
discovered that in France 'IJreceptivity 
is closely the same. There are a lot of 
things that are similar." 
Jones' interest in missions was "a step-
by-step thing. I don't think that as a 
freshman in college you can say 'I want 
to be a missionary.' " He believes that if 
a person keeps his mind open to God, 
each experience will bring him closer to 
God's plans for his life. 
After graduating from Harding in 1972 
with a degree in Bible, Jones and his wife 
Maurine stayed in St. Louis, Mo. for five 
years. During this time he went to 
Geneva on a campaign. After two ~rs 
of church~ Jones decided to fmd 
another DllSSion field 
At tlie time, be and a few other mis-
sionaries were considering two places in 
France. Shortly before they were 
schedule(! to dewrt, a man walked up to 
Jones and asked if he were leaving for 
Nantes. Jones replied, "rm planning on 
going there.next week." 
When the stranger asked whether be 
intended to teach on a mission team, 
Jones 'was quite surprised Encouraged 
by the man, he recalled that two of the 
group members had been praying for an 
indication from God as to where they 
Should work, specifically requesting that 
someone invite them. 
James "Buddy" Jones is serving as 
this year's visiting missionary after 
6lh. years of misSion work in France. 
Now after 61h years in France, Jones 
is still striving toward his major goal. ' 'I 
would like to see the church in Nantes big 
enough and strong enough to support 
itself," Jones said He hojles that soon the 
Nantes congregation can havejts own na-
tional preacher and be capable of send-
ing out teachers. Presently, .however; 
Jones can state, "I know I'm needed 
there.'' 
Why did Jones take a year's leave in 
the States? "My family is here. I saw it 
as a great opportunity to talk about 
France and recruit some more people." 
"It's ending up being a great ex· 
perience for me," concluded Jones. 
Freshmen, transfers display talent 
by Karen Reynolds 
Bison .uH wrill!r 
This year's freshmen and transfers 
definitely have talent! Harding's annual 
freshman/transfer talent show, held Sept. 20, 
spoUigbted a variety of nine acts. 
The Time of Day began the show and 
returned several times throughout the even-
ing. A lively audience seemed more enter-
tained than disheartened when, during the 
second song, the band experienced a power 
failure. 
legacy, an enthusiastic foor-man band, 
also provided entertainment with its rous-
ing version of Van Halen's, "You Really Got 
Me." 
A variety of performances included sing-
ing presentations in each of the following 
areas: voice solo, voice/piano solo, duet and 
group. A storyteller, comedian and magician . 
shared their creativity as well. A "rap" done 
by a group of freshmen football players en-
titled, "The Bison Shuffle," was a new act 
on the scene this year. 
Also new this year was an admission 
charge. Because of an estimated crowd of 
900. Steve Parrett, director for the event, 
co~ented, "The 50 cent fee didn't hurt at-
tendance any.'' 
First, second, and third place winners 
were chosen by six judges dispersed 
throughout the audience. "Friends," com-
posed of junior transfers. ~"!?bt~ . H;~W~~n 
and Clarence Cannon, aided by seniors 
Sberri Clements and Terrance Talley, 
received first place with their performance 
of the song by the same name. 
Erica W~ a freshman from Bethany, 
N.Y .• took second place wi.th her a cappella 
tendition of " You're a Lion." The Bisons 
"shuffled" their way into third place after 
their catchy chant, "We didn't come to cause 
no trouble, v.oe just came here to do the Bison 
shuffle." 
"I think it was definitely the best 
freshman/transfer show I've been to at 
Harlding," said Parrett. "The Time of Day 
was excellent; we had great variety, talent 
and participation." 
forti fane~ 
-- .Eou fj1u~ ~ 
102 N. Spring 
268-3434 
Downtown Searcy 
Flowers and Gifts 
Dorm Accessories 
A pledge to fusanity 
by Michael l:lupp 
815011 staff wriler 
This time of yem; anine'lilable part of the 
environment of Haniing is the club signs 
that adorn the student center walls, aimed 
expressly at inducingJ reshmen to join a cer-
tain social club. 
There are all kinds of signs, ranging from 
pretty art ww_k to Rodney Dangerfield los· 
ing his towel. But the purpose behind all 
these varied projects is simple: to en-
courage freshmen and transfers to check out 
what each club has to offer. 
The signs which seem to puzzle many 
newcomers, howe\rer, are those which 
display, " We love our beaux: Joe, Mark, 
Steve, Mike," etc. Of course, veterans of col-
lege life recognize that a beau is the lucky 
guy selected to be a sweetheart of sorts for 
a women's club. But to a rookie, it probably 
seems like another word for a native Arkan-
sas animal that is somehow related to a 
bison. 
Just to make things more confusing, clubs 
quite often have more than one name or ab-
breviation by which~ are known. But no 
matter how disconcerting all of the above 
becomes, there is a common goal among 
clubs ; the first step toward that goal is to in-
vite freshmen to something ca lled a 
c'mixer.' ' 
Needless to say, the industrial-strength 
dictionary in the Beaumont Memorial 
Library quickly becomes a major point of 
interest for the disoriented parties. Their 
main concern is to find out ifit is safe to go 
to something caDed a mixer with an animal 
which is somehow related to a bison. The old 
turnstile in the library hasn't seen that much 
action since the ~t before the term papers 
in Dr. Evan Ulrey s rhetorical theory class 
were due. 
Having decoded the strange new col-
legiate language, the freshman is finally 
ready to attend his first mixer. WaJ.king 
tbrougb the~ the newcomer learns what 
it feels like to be a cow at a livestock auc-
tion, being herded into a room full of peo-
ple wearing club jerseys and inspecting 
potential pledges. And yes, there is even 
food, intended no doubt to fatten up the 
freshman for the slaughter known as 
"pledge week.'' 
Once the student has chosen what be 
hopes will be the right club for him, he 
marks his preference sheel Tbis, along with 
sealing his doom, is a major step toward the 
.. fun part" - p ledge week! 
This is S(_)mething with which at least a 
few freshmen are remotely familiar Stories 
of or dad swallowing goldfish immediately 
spring to mind But due to increased club 
sophistication, and a set of established 
guidelines, swallowing such things has now 
become taboo. 
Things such as " rough night," an evening 
of terror for past pledges, have long since 
!allen by the wayside as an increased con-
cern for student safety bas come to ligbl To 
a pledging student, this is the greatest news 
since be learned that adolescence and acne 
don't last forever. 
This feeling of security is a short-lived one, 
however, as the pledge is ordered to 
serenade a shrub in the area of the .lily pool 
Of course, there are only a mere thousand 
or more passers-by, since this act occurs bet-
ween chapel and 9:45 classes. So much for 
the feeling of security ... 
Patty Barrett, coordinator of club ac-
tivities, is quick to give pledging students ad-
vice. . for coping with the week of pledging 
which begins this weekend. 
"My advice is to work hard, have an at-
titude of fun and take things lightly," Bar-
rett commented. "The real purpose of pledg-
ing activities is to give the pledges a chance 
to get to know the club." 
Chi Sigs social club member Steve 
Grimsley echoed Barrett's remarks on the 
underlying purpose of pledging, saying, 
"Pledge week promotes unity among club 
members, both old and new.'' 
A good~ for pledges to remember 
while singing to that special shrub is that, 
if have performed your ~edge-week 
du&: to the best of your abilities, you will 
soon be a member of that special club you 
have chosen. 
Oh yes, one final reminder: If you plan to 
begin your life as a pledge 8uDday night, try 
to get some exercise this weekend 
Wright Brothers return tonight 
by PaHi Billinpley 
Bi5011 lt1lH writer 
The Wright Brothers will be on campus 
tonight where they have performed on more 
than 10 occasions. 
The band consists of Tom Wright, Tim 
Wright, Jobn McDowell and former drum-
mer Steve Walker who bas rejoined the 
group. In addition to the group is producer 
Ron Chancey who produced the Oa1c Ridge 
Boys for the past several years. 
Their stage show includes "Jacob and 
Marcie," "Travelling Shoes," "Mr. Sand-
man," ''Heard It Through the Grapevine" 
plus an Eagles medley, also an American 
trilogy by Elvis and an American medley 
which includes "Born in the U.s.A., "Made 
in the U.S.A.," a Wrights' original song, 
''America" and "We're An American Band." 
Some of the songs which have made them 
a success are "Made in the U.s.A.," "Family 
Man." "Easy Street" and "Eyes of a 
'1brill " er. 
'lbe performance is being held at 8 in the 
Benson Auditorium, and tickets will be sold 
at the door for those who waited until the last 
minute to purchase their tickets. 
Don't miss the review of 
the Wright Brothers' concert 
in next week's Bison! 
Thanks Everyone! 
I Love You! 
D.M.P. (22) 
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Senior halfback Daron Cathey turns on the steam at Alumni Field during 
the Bisons' Sept. 20 game against Tarleton State. Harding ended the contest 
in a 17-17 tie with the Texans. (photo by Michael Rodgers) 
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Bisons take tie with Texans 
by Lance Duncan 
Bison sports editor 
Injuries and fatigue have taken their toll 
on the Harding Bisons for- the last two weeks. 
The game results prove it, with a 17-17 tie 
with Tarleton State Sept. 20 and a 23-20 loss 
to Southeastern Oklahoma State Universi-
ty last Saturday. 
But with the non-eonference schedule out 
of the way and a 1-1-1 record, the Bisons are 
ready to get down to business. It's called 
conference. 
Coach John Prock's troops have an open 
date tomorrow and will travel to Arkansas 
Tech next Saturday. 
Quarterback Mannie Lowery kept Har-
ding in the game against 'Iarlet.on, com-
pleting 17 out of 28 passes for 172 yards and 
a touchdown. On defense, Brooks Davis, 
Dennis Leverson and Chris McDavid all had 
interceptions while .freshman strong safety 
.Joe Phillips played with authority, recording 
nine unassisted tackles, seven assisted 
tackles and two tipped passes while causing 
a fumble. Punter Paul Golden had a 40 yard 
average on five punts. 
Wj th 12:00left in the first quarter, runn-
ing back Roddy Mote opened the scoring 
with a 12-yard touchdown run . Kicker Stu 
Varner's attempt was wide left as the Bisons 
led IHI. 
The Thxans struck with 1: 16left in the first 
when North Thxas State transfer quarter-
back Danny David passed eight yards to Boo 
Jones for a touchaown. Mike Myers added 
the PAT and 'Thrleton led 7-6. 
David and Jones connected again with 
1:02left in the first half on a 19 yard strike. 
Myers converted to make it 14-6 at halftime. 
SATURDAY 
presents 
Get _ready ror the me fi yourlife. 
roor ---- beeame frilDik Foor ~becameileroe&. 
On the n.t to ... 
7&9:30 $1 
BENSON AUD 
The third quarter was scoreless, but 
Harding o~ned the fourth when Varner hit 
a 29 yard f1eld goal to make it 14-9 with 14 :53 
left in the game. 
Later in the game, Tarleton's Myers hit a 
20 yard field goal with 2:29 on the clock to 
give the Texans a then comfortable 17-9lead. 
But Lowery went to work for Harding and 
with 1:35left, hit Jack Moore, who had seven 
catches for 88 yards, on a ten yard score. He 
then hit fullback Keith Perry for a tw<rpoint 
conversion to tie the game. 
'Thrleton got one more chance after an at-
tempted Bison onside kick failed. With no 
time remaining, Myers tried anotber field 
goal, but was short and the game ended. 
The Bisons had their chances against 
Southeastern Oklahoma but let tbem slip 
away in the 23-20 loss. Daron Cathey had 78 
yards on 12 carries in the losing effort. 
Harding scored on its first possession 
when Kent Chambers bulled over from 13 
yards out to make it IHl with 12: 12 left in the 
first quarter. The extra point attempt failed. 
With 11: 13 to go in the second quarter, 
quarterback Troy Taylor hit Chris Armor for 
an eleven yard score, and a Lance West PAT 
gave the Savages a 7-6lead. 
Taylor struck again with 7:26 to go when 
he connected with Oscar Wright for a seven 
yard touchdown. West converted again to 
make it 14-6, SEOK. 
The Bisons tied the score before halftime 
when Mote plunged over from a yard out for 
the score. Lowery hit Chambers for the tw<r 
point conversion to make it 14-14 at half. 
The Savages scored the winning 
touchdown with : 03 left in the third when 
Taylor hit Kerry Kincade for a touchdown. 
West added the PAT and S.E. Okla. led 23-20. 
There was no scoring in the fourth quarter. 
V-Ball aiming at 
conference title 
by Shelia Cox 
Bison staff writer 
The Lady Bisons volleyball team has turn-
ed in a dramatic performance thll5 far this 
year. Last F.t:iday night's win over Hendrix 
College brought their record to 16-C, wbich 
is the best early-season showing aince the 
team waas formed in 1982. 
"We had set a pre-season goal of improv-
ing on last year's record," Coac}J Karyl 
Bailey said. "I really believe we have a 
legitimate chance of reaching the con-
ference playoffs, and even a longshot at go-
ing to, the regional tournament." 
The team placed second at the Invita-
tional Thurnament, which they hosted Sept. 
6, with a record of 3-1, and they came in third 
at the Christian Brothers College Tourna-
ment Sept. 12 with a tournament record of 
2-2. They have also posted wins against 
University of Arkansas-Pine Bluff, Southern 
Arkansas University, Henderson State 
University and Hendrix College. Last Mon-
day, the Lady Bisons travelled to Llttle Rock 
to take on the University of Arkansas-Little 
Rock in a non-eonference match. 
New for the 1986 season is a 5-1 offense, 
which utilizes one setter. Senior Beth 
Shanklin, the team captain, is providing the 
floor leadership for their success. The team 
also runs a 6-2 offense in which freshman 
Sharon Bowles helps out in the other setter 
position. In addition to the play of Shanklin 
and Bowles, Coach Bailey also commented 
on the critical improvement of the 
sophomore players. 
"We have lacked some consistency in our 
play this year," Bailey commented. "But we 
seem to be at our best against the very good 
teams, such as UCA, which is ranked 17th 
in the NAIA." 
The Lady Bisons will be in action against 
Ouachita Baptist University tonight. Their 
next home meet will be a tri-meet a week 
from tomorrow. 
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Faithful few follow, 
further football frenzy 
Viewpoint 
by Lance Duncan 
Will all the Bison fans please stand up? 
Waaaoooooo!! Wait a second!! All of 
you just sit back down and let me 
rephrase!! 
Ahem. Will the real Bison fans please 
stand up? 
Oh, them! Well, they don't have to. 
They were the ones sitting in thevisitor~s 
· stands last week when Harding took on 
Southeastern Oklahoma State in Durant, 
Okla. 
As a matter of fact, they're th.e same 
ones who'll be sitting in the ice cold 
bleachers Nov. 22 at the UOA game, even 
if it just so happens that the.B.ison' s luck 
runs out and they lose every game from 
now until then. 
Yep! They are the ones who'll be there 
... period. Through thick and thin, for 
better or lor worse, no matter what, they 
will be there. And not because they have 
to either. but because they want to. 
You can ciill them loy.il·, and you can 
call them enthusiastic. You can even call 
them nuts, but never call them fair 
weather. · 
These are the Bison faithful. 
Sure. They could have been studying. 
They couldhave been watching State U. 
play on TV. They could even have been 
catching up on some much needed 
snoring. 
.But not them. Instead, they drove ap-
proximately seven bow:'s there and seven 
hours back, just so there would be 
someone to sing, "Near the foothills 
of the Ozarks,'' and watch the Black and 
Gold perform in enemy territory. 
At first it was easy. The first two games 
were at borne and, heck, everybody was 
going. You know:· the thing to do. Just 
take a li~tle nap and then stroll across the · 
street to AlUJiini Field Ho hum. 
But those are the people who are there 
during the good times. If the Bisons are 
winning, great, they'll be there. And even 
then, they are about as enthusiastic as 
my great-great-grandfather. He's dead. 
But let the Bisons lose a game or two, 
and suddenly everyone has to rearrange 
their furniture Saturday . .Ut them throw 
a few interceptions, and suddenly people 
remember theywere going to start mak-
ing Christmas candy early fhis ~Let 
them fumble inside the ten yard line a 
couple of times, and suddenly evecyone 
has to go buy some Pep~Bismol and call 
it a night. 
1 think the word is fickle. Sad, but true. 
Anyway, back to those never-say-die, 
hardcore, legitimate fans. 
They're the ones who can' t carry a 
tune in chorcll the_next morning because 
their throat feels like it's been run 
through the sawmill a few times from 
screaming. They're the ones on Monday 
~t eougn and sneeze more times than 
Billy Martin has been fired, because of 
sitting through a blizzard to watch the 
game. And, they are the ones.Jying .in a 
jail cell Saturday night after' they, .in a 
burst of anger, accidentally killed the 
lady sitting in front of them wben the OJ?-
posing tecun kicked the tying field goaL 
They are the ones who have simply 
dedicated a large portion of their lives to 
cheering for the Bisons, win or Jose. But 
instead oftbem doing the yelling, maybe 
for once the players should stop, look up 
into the stands, and applaud them. 
Five Bisons ranked high 
in recent AIC stats 
Quarterback Mannie Wwel'y heads a list 
of Bisons represented in tbe .Arkamas Inter-
collegiate Conference statistical leaders for 
this week. 
The senior from Little Rock Mills is cur-
rently second in the conference in passing 
and total offense. After two games be bas 
completed 26 of 49 passes (53 per cent) for 
350 yards and two toucbdowns. 
Junior running back Roddy Mote is at 
number eight on the rushiDg list with 100 
yards and two toucbdowns on 15 carries. 
Wide receiver Jack Moore is the tfUrd 
leading receiver in the AIC with 12 catches 
for 219 yards and two touchdowns. 
In return leaders, senior Daron Cathey is 
third with seven punt returns for 105 yards, 
a 15.0 average. Cathey is also third in kickolf 
returDS with a 28.5 yard a-venua; while Mote 
is fourth with a 24.0 yard average. Senior 
Paul Golden is currently third in the con-
terence in puntilig with a 39.0 average. 
In team standings, Harding is listed at 
number foor on offense with a total of 543 
yards. Tbe Bison defense is ranked fifth 
after giving up 645 yards. 
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Bobby Bison prepares to fire up an Alumni Field crowd at a recent Bisons' 
football game. Inside the suit is Kyle Colvett, a junior transfer from Texas 
Tech University. (pho~x> aNrtesy o1 Pa btic Rt!lotions Ofiicr) 
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Junior placekicker Stu Varner (1) follows through for three points on a 29-yard field goal in the fourth quarter of 
the Bisons' Sept. 20 confrontation with Tarleton State. Holding for Varner is junior split end Jack Moore (24). 
(photo by Michael Rodgers) 
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by Greg Taylor 
Bison staff writer 
The University's men's cross country 
team swept the Bison Booster Invita-
tional Sept. 19 for the first time in the 
22-year history of the event. The team 
took the first five places, earning a 
perfect team score of 15. 
Seniors Darryl Halbert and Eddie Neal 
were well-supported by three younger 
and less experienced runners, who all 
finished within 35 seconds of each other. 
Halbert finished the course with a time 
of Zl: 19, and was followed by teammates 
Neal, Jon Murray, Tracy Hawke and 
Rich Lockhart. 
Coach Ted Lloyd commented that the 
team ran competitively and carne into 
the meet well-prepared to compete on a 
hot, humid day. The five-mile route at the 
Bald Knob Country Club is a hilly and 
challenging one, and it will be the site of 
the Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference 
and NAIA District 17 Championship Meet 
on Nov. 5. 
Other colleges turning in team scores 
at the Bison Booster were Arkansas State 
University, 61; Arkansas Tech Universi-
ty, 63; the University of Central Arkan-
sas, 85; and Arkansas College, 131. David 
Lipscomb and School of the Ozarks also 
participated but did not score. 
The women's team, meanwhile, is 
establishing itself as the team to beat this 
year in District 17. 
Melinda Davis took first in the Bison 
Booster with a time of 19:ll and Cheryl 
Bednosky finished the 3.1-mile course 12 
seconds later to take second place. Five 
Harding women took top-ten places to ac-
count for the winning team score of 27 
points. The University of Arkansas-Little 
Rock finished two top-ten runners and 
had a score of 55; Memphis State runner 
Lisa Koch was the closest fmisher behind 
Bednosky with a time of 20:00, and her 
team's score was 71; Arkansas College, 
the only other team finishing with five 
runners, had a team score of 74. 
"I think that both the men and women 
ran very well. I'm very pleased that 
they're both undefeated on the season," 
Lloyd said. "They were probably a little 
more excited about running in the Bison 
Booster, since it was at home and it was 
our meet." 
The men's and women's cross country 
teams will travel to Illinois tomorrow 
where they will run in a meet hosted by 
South~rn Illinois University. This year 
Hardin~ has rolled over most of their 
competitors, but this weekend should test 
the teams' competitiveness against the 
tough area colleges and universities Of 
Missouri, Murray State and SIU. 
Thmorrow will be the first time that the 
cross country teams have travelled to 
SIU. The race will begin at 10:15 a.m. for 
the women, and the men's race will begin 
at 11 a.m. 
Cross Country 
ranks 17th 
The men's cross country team is ranked 
17th in the nation by the Nati~l Associa-
tion of Intercollegiate Athletics in the first 
weekly rankings of the season. 
The Bison, undefeated so far this season, 
received 30 points in the voting. The defen-
ding champions of the Arkansas Inter-
collegiate Conference finished 14th in the na-
tion last season. 
The only other AIC team receiving votes 
was Ouachita Baptist University with five 
points. The Tigers, however, are not ranked 
m the top 20. 
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IN CONCERT 
Made in the U.S.A. 
Family Man 
Eight Days a Week 
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American Trilogy 
Tovelling Shoes 
Eagles Medley 
Boys of Summer . 
· Heard It On the Grapevine 
- Mr. Sandman 
Tom Wright 
Tim Wright 
Steve Walker 
John McDowell 
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